Protect Distributed Audio & Video

Clean Power - Unsafe Power

Clean Data - Unsafe Data

NOTE 1: AC breaker panel protection is recommended when using data protection.
NOTE 2: TPD-GLSF is recommended when protecting distributed Audio or Video between two buildings with separate utility meters.

Installing Instructions should be followed for optimal performance and adequate grounding.
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#1 TK-TTL-1S240-FL
#2 TPD-GLSF-P
#3 TPD-10SLP8-RJ
#4 TPD-CAT5E
#4 TPD-GRD-7

Model #
TPD-GRD

TPD-GLSF-P Plug In Version - 20Amp

Need additional assistance?
Call Technical Support
1-888-281-7856
info@TPDsurge.com
www.TPDsurge.com
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Notes:
Drawings are not to scale and should only be used as a visual representation. Installation instructions should be followed for optimal performance and adequate grounding.